
The wide variety of lighting options 

 

Lightening: Our range of designer lighting offers something for all aesthetics, from sleek modern 

candlesticks to a calming, natural glow. We offer designs and colors suited for any area, including 

pending pendants that delicately dangle over your dining table or floor lamps lighting the cozy 

corner in the living room. Mentioned below are some of the lightning items which could be found 

on https://houseloom.com : 

1. Pineapple Glass Floor Lamp With Teal Velvet Shade 

A stunning piece that adds glamour and intrigue wherever it is put is the Ananas Gold Pineapple 

Floor Lamp with Teal Velvet Shade. Its ancient gold body with a contrasting pineapple and 

turquoise velvet tint adds texture and flair to its consumers. E27 Bulb Screw 

2. Old bronze palm ceiling 

Old silver-finished metal, with a tropically inspired statement ceiling pendant. This sculptural and 

beautiful pendant light evokes thoughts of exotic beaches with fan palm fronds, which would 

definitely be a welcome addition in every environment. This item is certainly worthy of serious 

https://houseloom.com/


elegance and a striking accent that casts gorgeous leaf-shaped shades when lighted. When lit. For 

a bigger version of this item, please see 20274. 

3. Adjustable Cone Shade Black and Brass Desk Lamp 

This is the Cone Shade Black and Brass Adjustable Desk Lamp, a peculiar and elegant piece of 

light that will give a subtle element of industrial appeal to every environment. This specific desk 

lamp can be adjusted, which is a practical function, while the cone's form adds another design 

aspect.  

4. Black And Brass Adjustable Floor Lamp With Cone Shade 

This is a colorful, elegant lighting item, the adjustable Black and Brass floor lights with Cone 

Shade, which will surely give to any decor a subtle element of industrial charm. This particular 

floor light can be easily adjusted, which is practical, placed in different sets like a sofa or an 

armchair, and adjusted to the correct angle. The cone form adds another design element. The black 

and the brass combination perfectly complement each other in creating a timeless style that will 

distinguish between different settings. For a desk release, see 19689.  

5. Black and Brass Scissor Lamp Adjustable E27 Screw Bulb 

This is the industrial lamp of black and brass. This contrasted lamp's hue, made of iron with a fine 

scissor adaptation, allows it to turn heads and close sales. Likewise appealing as an Art Deco color 

palette to anyone with a penchant for industrial design. This device accepts the E27 big screw bulb, 

which is globally available. 
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